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Mitra® devices are CE-IVD (IVDR) devices intended as specimen collectors and for the storage and transport of dried blood. 
They are available as registered IVD Devices in the European Union and United Kingdom, Australia, Brazil, China, and Canada, 
as well as multiple Health Ministries worldwide. In the USA, Mitra devices are supplied as a research use only (RUO) product to 
assist in method development, other research-related and non-diagnostic activities. Mitra has not been validated for use with 
any diagnostic testing.

hemaPEN® variants are CE-IVD (IVDR) devices intended as specimen collectors, for the storage and transport of dried blood 
specimens and are available as registered IVD Devices in the European Union and United Kingdom, Australia/New Zealand, 
and the USA. Outside of these territories, the hemaPEN is supplied for research use only (RUO).

The Harpera™ skin microbiopsy tool is currently supplied as an investigational use only (IUO) product globally.

Mitra®, VAMS® & hemaPEN® are registered trademarks owned by Trajan Scientific Australia Pty Ltd.

disclaimer
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remote blood sampling approaches

(e.g., nanotainer, 
capillary tube)

wet microsampling

Image Credit: https://www.kentscientific.com/products/microvette-200-
capillary-blood-collection-with-round-bottom-inner-tube-edta/

dried microsampling (e.g., DBS, VAMS®, 
HemaPEN®)

< 100 µL fluid vs ~ 5 mL for traditional collection

Image Credit: 
https://www.hensomed.com/pro
ducts/micro-capillary-blood-
collection-tubes/



What are the concerns about remote sampling in 
clinical trials?
• less patient contact with clinical team
• less control over quality of samples collected
• less patient involvement
• possible increased anxiety risk for some
• less control of identity of sample collection
• less control over time sample taken
• less control over temperature of sample at collection
• transportation temperature control
• bridging studies needed 

• Capillary vs Venous
• EDTA plasma vs Capillary blood

• some labs experienced in processing microsamples
• regulatory acceptance



wet microsampling (e.g., nanotainer, 
capillary tube)

• poor stability (often needs cryostorage)
• cold chain shipping
• difficult to collect
• hazardous
• messy

• hemolysis
• HCT biases
• no access to plasma / serum
• bridging studies needed

What are the concerns about remote sampling in 
clinical trials - microsamples?

dried blood microsampling (e.g., VAMS®, DBS, 
HemaPEN®)



What are the benefits of remote patient 
monitoring in clinical trial design?

• significant reduction in clinical trial costs
• remote option improves patient enrolment
• fewer or no visits to clinic
• potential for improved compliance
• greater patient involvement
• reduced patient anxiety
• wider & more diverse recruitment area
• access to vulnerable patients/samples
• reduced blood volume collected (microsamples)
• dried blood samples show high stability for many analytes



wet microsampling (e.g., nanotainer, capillary 
tube)

• self-sample collection
• eliminates phlebotomist
• intact blood
• access to plasma / serum
• concordant data – no bias*
• most bio-fluids

• self-sample collection
• eliminates phlebotomist
• stability (RT) – most samples
• no cold chain shipping for many 

analytes
• concordant data **
• ease of collection
• most bio-fluids ** Biases seen for some analytes

What are the benefits of remote patient monitoring in 
clinical trial design - microsamples?

dried blood microsampling (e.g., VAMS®, DBS, 
HemaPEN®)

* for the majority of analytes



What can be reliably measured from dried 
blood microsamples?

~ 200 publications attest to the compatibility of Mitra® devices with a 
wide range of molecule types & fluids for a broad list of applications   A wide range of analytes including

• Biomarkers: such as hormones and creatinine
• Drugs: large and small (e.g., MAbs)
• Antibodies: serology for example 
• Viral antigens: such as SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsid
• DNA / RNA: such as transgene detection
• Heavy Metals: for example, mercury
• Environmental contaminants: such as PFAS 
• Toxins: such as Saxitoxin and aflatoxin
• Proteomic markers: such as cardiovascular 

risk factors
• Metabolomic markers: such as amino acids

Comparison of IGF-1 result in serum vs VAMS extracted with whole blood



What can’t be reliably measured from dried 
blood microsamples?

~ 200 publications attest to the compatibility of Mitra® 
devices with a wide range of molecule types & fluids for a 
broad list of applications   1. Physiological incompatibility: Where the drying 

and processing of blood damages the analytes in the 
matrix (or damages the matrix itself) in such a way that 
they are not measurable in any meaningful way (or 
even at all) - such as measurement of potassium

2. Analytical incompatibility: Where current / popular 
instrumentation is incompatible with microsamples and 
or dried blood extracts. An example of this is common 
blood tests such as liver function enzymes and lipids, 
which are measured using clinical chemistry analyzers.
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K+

Na+

Dried Blood Extract

Cells
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Understanding Bridging

offering remote sampling in clinical trials

Image: D Sciberras et al, UCB Biopharma & PRA Health sciences, Jan. 
2019, Pharmac Res & Perspect.

“This [result in the study] confirms that either technique is fit 
for purpose for use in future clinical studies with radiprodil. 
These less invasive microsampling techniques have great 
potential to facilitate and add value to any paediatric
programme.”



>150+ scientific 
publications

NIH announces large serological survey using 
remote sample collection

Credit: https://www.niaid.nih.gov/news-events/nih-begins-study-quantify-undetected-cases-coronavirus-infection



>150+ scientific 
publicationsNIH serosurveillance survey results (2021)

• Remote participants submitted 9,028 self-collected Mitra with VAMS 
microsamples

• Only 61 of the remote samples rejected

• 88.7% of samples were collected between May 10 - July 31, 2020

• Samples were analyzed via ELISA for anti-Spike and anti-RBD antibodies

• Seroprevalence was estimated with weighted analysis to reflect the US
population

• An undiagnosed seropositivity rate of 4.6% (95% CI: 2.6 – 6.5%) was detected

• For every 1 Dx case of COVID-19 in the US during this period, there were 4.8 
(95% CI: 2.8-6.8) undiagnosed cases

• ~16.8 million undiagnosed cases by mid-July 2020 Credit: NIBIB, NIH: https://stm.sciencemag.org/content/13/601/eabh3826/tab-pdf



patient experience
• Total cohort 100

• 81 % - Capillary collection is better (n=48)

• 85 % - Capillary collection was easy to perform 
(n = 48)

• 85 % - Lancet easy to use (n = 48)

• 73% - Less painful than venous (n = 48)

• 90% - Would try now seen (n = 52)

• 82 % - Prefer self-collection (100 %)

• 0 - No samples rejected

Credit: https://academic.oup.com/jalm/article-abstract/5/3/516/5815223



giving patients a choice

“continuous patient engagement 
throughout the study life cycle and 
accepting that if the aim is to give 
patient choice, then one solution 
(device, procedure and design) will 
not fit all.”

https://www.future-science.com/doi/abs/10.4155/bio-2020-0105



the future

Verifying Identity of Remotely Collected Blood Samples using DNA

“We have provided a full workflow including 
DNA extraction, DNA quantification, STR 
amplification, and capillary electrophoresis 
that can be used to confirm the identity of 
blood samples collected remotely on 
Neoteryx® Mitra® microsampling devices.”



Thank you!
www.neoteryx.com


